1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder that includes a heterogeneous set of conditions with shared clinical features, such as impairment in social communication, inflexible and slow behavior, rigid interests, stereotypies, and atypical sensory processing ([@bb0025]). The specificity of the clinical picture is complicated by the close relationship between ASD and schizophrenia. ASD patients can display schizophrenic symptoms like hallucinations and delusions ([@bb0245]; [@bb0090]), while schizophrenic patients can show strong autistic symptoms, including autism as core-symptom ([@bb0495]). Neurobiological investigation of ASD may therefore ideally include schizophrenic patients to test for the specificity of the respective neurobiological markers ([@bb0360]).

In the search for specific neurobiological markers of ASD, functional MRI (fMRI) has been proven to be a useful tool for describing the neurophysiology underlying this condition ([@bb0070]; [@bb0100]; [@bb0355]; [@bb0340]; [@bb0475]; [@bb0290]; [@bb0375]; [@bb0235]; [@bb0165]; [@bb0230]; [@bb0335]; [@bb0520]; [@bb0470]; [@bb0005]; [@bb0060]; [@bb0300]; [@bb0265]). Particularly, recent attention has been devoted to resting state fMRI (when the subject is awake but not involved in specific tasks) which measures the spontaneous neural activity or the brain\'s predisposition to react, i.e., change and adapt to external stimuli ([@bb0325]; [@bb0395]; [@bb0195]; [@bb0225]).

Resting state fMRI in ASD specifically focused on functional connectivity (FC) to describe the relationships between different regions, networks, and their fluctuations ([@bb0160]; [@bb0035]; [@bb0280]). Findings using FC in ASD show both hyper- and/or hypo-connectivity in various networks, such as default-mode network (DMN), frontoparietal task control network (FPTC), and salience network (SN) ([@bb0230]; [@bb0110]). The situation becomes of increasing complexity given that similar FC findings have been reported in other psychiatric disorders like schizophrenia ([@bb0350]; [@bb0055]). In order to increase the specificity of resting state measures in ASD, we focused (rather than on the relationship between different regions) on the intrinsic features of the regions themselves, such as their temporal structure and variance. The fMRI signal is based on the fluctuations in the infraslow frequencies (0.01 to 0.1 Hz) of the brain\'s neural activity ([@bb0395]; [@bb0260]). Recent findings suggest that the fluctuations in these infraslow frequencies are not mere noise but can be characterized by a certain temporal structure with long-range temporal correlations (LRTCs) ([@bb0225]; [@bb0125]; [@bb0205]; [@bb0190]; [@bb0200]; [@bb0180]; [@bb0345]). The LRTCs describe the relationship in power between different frequencies, with slower frequencies showing more power than faster ones.

LRTCs are the manifestation of the brain\'s activity invariance across different temporal scales ([@bb0255]). This "scale-free" structure allows to describe dynamics characterized by self-similarity, long memory, and power law distributions, where the pattern observed in a specific scale resembles to the ones found in different temporal scales ([@bb0045]; [@bb0450]). This fundamental property can be represented plotting frequencies and respective powers of a BOLD time series on the two axes of a graph: the obtained curve (i.e. "power spectrum") will describe the relationship between frequency and power, being similar to an exponential in which lower frequencies show greater power than faster ones. An exponential curve acquires the shape of a line when the values in both frequency and power axes are converted into logarithms. The slope of this line can be measured by the so-called Power-Law Exponent (PLE), in which the power spectrum follows a power-law (P ∝ 1/f^β^), where β indicates the PLE ([@bb0205]; [@bb0255]). PLE is directly proportional to the LRTCs: higher PLE correspond to stronger LRTC in the infraslow-frequency BOLD fluctuations ([@bb0125]; [@bb0190]; [@bb0200]).

1.1. Scale-free activity, PLE, and the brain {#s0010}
--------------------------------------------

Scale-freeness is observed in a wide variety of natural systems ([@bb0270]). In the human brain, scale-free dynamics alterations have been related to several behavioral and neurological conditions such as Alzheimer\'s disease ([@bb0285]; [@bb0015]). Concerning specific psychiatric conditions, structural MRI studies reported differences in the gray matter organization as indexed by scale-free geometry in schizophrenia and bipolar disorder ([@bb0445]; [@bb0420]), as well as in ASD ([@bb0515]). Only in the last years few initial studies focused on comparing scale-free activity between neurotypical subjects and psychiatric patients. If on one hand resting state fMRI analyses showed altered levels of complexity in schizophrenia ([@bb0435]; [@bb0500]) and in children with ASD ([@bb0105]), on the other no study measured scale-free activity as indexed by PLE in neither schizophrenia nor ASD.

What has been demonstrated in neurotypical subjects is that the resting state\'s temporal structure, as indexed by the PLE of the infraslow frequencies fluctuations, is not uniform among the various regions and networks ([@bb0190]; [@bb0075]). For instance, networks like DMN and SN show rather strong power in infraslow frequency fluctuations and thus a high PLE ([@bb0225]). Interestingly, scale-free activity in both SN and DMN has been associated with the psychological construct of the sense of self ([@bb0220]; [@bb0425]; [@bb0390]). Since ASD shows both abnormal sense of self with inflexible behavior ([@bb0065]; [@bb0050]) as well as FC changes in DMN and SN (see above), an abnormal temporal structure, i.e., PLE, in these regions and networks could be hypothesized.

The resting state\'s temporal structure with its power spectrum and scale-free activity needs to be distinguished from yet another temporal feature of the brain\'s spontaneous activity, namely temporal variance. Temporal variance concerns the variability in the amplitude of the neural activity as measured in fMRI, i.e., neural variability ([@bb0145]). Neural variability can be measured as the standard deviation (SD) of the amplitude ([@bb0150]) and remains different of the PLE ([@bb0510]). Most interestingly, recent findings show abnormalities in the SD in other psychiatric disorders like bipolar disorder ([@bb0275]; [@bb0330]). However, as in the case of the resting state\'s temporal structure, i.e., PLE, the temporal variance of the resting state, as indexed by SD, remains to be investigated in high-functioning adults with ASD.

1.2. Primary aim {#s0015}
----------------

The primary aim of the present study consisted on investigating the resting state\'s temporal structure, i.e., PLE, in adults with high-functioning ASD. To achieve high clinical specificity, we focused on high-functioning adults with ASD selected from the largest available sample of the Autism Brain Imaging Data Exchange (ABIDE) data set (<http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/abide/abide_II.html>). The primary end-point is thus to explore LRTC dynamics in ASD, in a first attempt to relate clinical manifestations with the phenomenological valence of the scale-free activity in fMRI ([@bb0200]).

1.3. Secondary aims {#s0020}
-------------------

Since most of the FC findings in previous ASD literature were obtained in three core networks, (DMN, FPTC and SN) ([@bb0165]; [@bb0520]; [@bb0005]; [@bb0300]; [@bb0280]; [@bb0365]; [@bb0370]), we focused PLE analyses on those networks. Given the established interaction between functional connectivity (FC) and other measures of the scale-free dynamics ([@bb0080]), FC was included as a control analysis in order to explore its relationship with PLE.

We planned to replicate possible positive findings, performing the same analyses in another group of high-functioning ASD patients. Moreover, to allow for clinical or diagnostic specificity, we also performed the same analyses in a group of schizophrenic patients.

In addition to PLE, we calculated another frequency domain measure, namely Spectral Entropy (SE). Like PLE, SE indexes temporal structure of the fMRI signal but focuses more on the degree of order or disorder among the various frequencies in the power spectrum ([@bb0250]; [@bb0155]; [@bb0410]). Given the nature of both PLE and SE, it is plausible that higher PLE should go along with lower SE, since strong power in the slow frequencies resulting in high PLE should decrease the disorder in the power spectrum leading to low SE ([@bb0430]). Hence, applying SE could represent a way to confirm and validate PLE findings. Controlling for the neuronal specificity of PLE and SE and differentiate temporal structure from temporal variance we also calculated SD.

2. Materials and methods {#s0025}
========================

2.1. Samples {#s0030}
------------

Two independent ASD samples were obtained from ABIDE dataset (<http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/abide>/) and the schizophrenia control sample was obtained from COBRE dataset (<http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/retro/cobre.html>). In each of the three samples ASD/schizophrenic subjects were matched for age, sex, IQ and handedness with a control group (TYP). Scanning and samples characteristics are reported in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}a and b. Both datasets are public: additional, open access information is available on the respective websites.Table 1Characteristics of MR procedure (1a) and included samples (1b).Table 1Table 1aMR characteristicsFunctional imagingSampleSourceScanner/SoftwareAnatomical resolutionScan durationTR (ms)TE (ms)Flip angleResolutionMain ASDABIDE - BNI3.0 Tesla Ingenia1.11 × 1.11 × 1.20 mm369 s300025803.75 × 3.75 × 4.00 mmControl ASDABIDE - IU3.0 Tesla Siemens TrioTim0.70 × 0.70 × 0.70 mm352 s813283.40 × 3.40 × 3.40 mmSCHCOBRE3.0 Tesla Siemens TrioTim1.00 × 1.00 × 1.00 mm300 s200029753.80 × 3.80 × 3.50 mm  Table 1bSample characteristicsSampleSubj (n)Subj (n) after motion correctionMean Age (y)Sex (M)IQMedicationsEyesMain ASD29 ASD\
29 TYP25 ASD\
26 TYPASD: 36.54 ± 15.46\
TYP: 40.11 ± 15.06AllASD: 107.11 ± 13.82\
TYP: 111.85 ± 12.32 (KBIT2)Antidepressant: 8 ASDClosedControl ASD21 ASD\
21 TYP17 ASD\
18 TYPASD: 25.65 ± 9.96\
TYP: 24.25 ± 5.27AllASD: 116.18 ± 12.84\
TYP: 116.39 ± 11.04 (WASI-II)Information not availableOpenSCH72 SCH\
75 TYP41 SCH\
55 TYPSCH: 38.02 ± 13.54\
TYP: 35.53 ± 11.59SCH: 32\
TYP: 38\> 80 (inclusion criteria)Antipsychotic: 32 SCHOpen[^1]

All the recordings were collected in accordance to the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2. fMRI data preprocessing {#s0035}
----------------------------

Preprocessing steps were implemented in AFNI (<http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni>, Cox 1996).

Preprocessing steps were adopted to maximize the conformity with previous studies ([@bb0220]) including: ([@bb0025]) discarding the first 4 frames of each fMRI run; ([@bb0245]) slice timing correction; ([@bb0090]) alignment of the *epi* and anatomical image; ([@bb0495]) frame-wise regulation of the epi time series, estimating head motion parameters. Censoring methods such as DVARS and Framewise Displacement could not be applied as to preserve the continuity of the timeseries was pivotal for the frequency domain analyses. Thus, to avoid bias due to motion, after the estimated motion parameters were visually inspected, subjects with head motion larger than ±1.5 mm or rotations higher than ±1° were eliminated ([@bb9104]); ([@bb0360]) co-registration with high-resolution anatomical images; ([@bb0070]) spatial normalization into Talairach stereotactic space and resampling of the epi resolution to 3.5 × 3.5 × 3.5 mm; ([@bb0100]) spatial smoothing using a kernel of full-width at half maximum (FHMW) of 6 mm; ([@bb0355]) temporal band-pass filtered (0.01 \< f \< 0.1 Hz) to reduce low-frequency drift and high-frequency respiratory/cardiac noise, head motion and motion derivatives regression, and mean time series from the white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) regression to control for non-neural noise ([@bb0120]). WM and CSF masks were eroded by one voxel ([@bb9105]) to minimize partial volume overlapping with gray matter.

2.3. Power-law exponent {#s0040}
-----------------------

PLE is considered a suitable measure for the scale-free dynamics of fMRI data, as it gives specific information on the relationship between slower and faster frequencies with low computational cost ([@bb0205]; [@bb0190]; [@bb0200]). Among the different methods for computing fMRI time series complexity, Rubin and colleagues ([@bb0415]) demonstrated power spectrum based methods such as PLE to be among the most robust measures. To obtain PLE, the fMRI signal was normalized to zero mean and unit variance (z-value) ([@bb0460]) and then transposed to the frequency domain using a Fast Fourier Transform with AFNI program: 3dPeriodogram ([@bb0425]). The power spectrum was further smoothed with a Hamming Window (HW) of 7 neighboring frequency bins (HW = 7) ([@bb0225]; [@bb0425]; [@bb0215]).

Power spectra were averaged across all the voxels for each of the three networks considered (SN, DMN and FPTC). These networks were taken from a well-established node template from previous studies ([@bb0095]; [@bb0380]) containing 264 putative functional areas (10 mm diameter spheres, 30 voxels per sphere) across the whole brain. As in ([@bb0425]), the power spectrum was fitted with a power-law function P ∝ 1/f^β^ using a least square estimation (in a log frequency by log power plot). The PLE of each subject\'s network was defined as the absolute value of the slope of the linear regression of log-power on log-frequency.

2.4. Control analyses {#s0045}
---------------------

Positive results in the main sample were tentatively replicated in the other samples.

The present study includes the following control analyses:1)In addition to the standard Hamming Window (HM) of 7, we applied different HM () on the PLE calculations of the main sample to test whether the PLE values in SN, DMN, and FPTC could be affected by different smoothing parameters.2)SD describes the temporal variance of brain activity across time within a particular region ([@bb0145]). A recent study showed how PLE and SD are correlated in the awake individual, but not when the subject is anesthetized ([@bb0510]). Thus, the PLE increase in SN observed in our sample may have been related to variations of the SD. To further clarify whether the increase was specific for PLE (rather than SD), SD was also performed as specificity control. It was calculated extracting the standard deviation of the BOLD signal change across the averaged time series of all voxels in the SN ([@bb0215]).3)To further validate the PLE results in SN, we used the spectral entropy (SE). First, Fast Fourier Transform was applied in each voxel of interest of the fMRI signal. After computing the power spectrum density for SN and averaged it across voxels, it was normalized in all the frequency range. Thus, the resulting function can be interpreted as a probability density function ([@bb0410]). Finally, SE can be defined as follows:$$\mathit{SE} = - \frac{1}{\log\left( M \right)} \bullet \sum\limits_{f}\mathit{PSD}_{n}\left( f \right) \bullet \log\left( \frac{1}{\mathit{PSD}\left( f \right)} \right)$$where *M* is the number of samples of the power spectrum in that frequency range and *PSD*~*n*~ represents the normalized power spectral density as function of the frequency. To independently calculate SE from PLE we used customized scripts from a different software (Matlab, version 2017b) to perform this analysis. This is the first study in our knowledge to apply SE to fMRI power spectra in ASD.4)As in previous studies ([@bb0190]; [@bb0465]), we tested the goodness-of-fit for scale invariance of the fMRI signal within SN by using a goodness-of-fit test of the BOLD fluctuations to a power-law distribution. SN time series was extracted from each participant and subjected to PLE analysis. As fractional Gaussian noise is a parsimonious model of stationary scale-free dynamics ([@bb0030]), we generated 1000 time series of fractional Gaussian noise (fGn) with the same length and standard deviation as the original time series from SN. Each of these fGn signals was subjected to the same PLE analysis as the original SN time series. The p-value is defined as the fraction of synthetic time series with standard deviations of residuals from best fit that is larger than the original standard deviations of residuals from best fit of the fMRI time series. The larger the p-value, the more plausible the fGn model is for representing the original fMRI time series, and the better the fit of the original data to a scale-free distribution. The hypothesis that the fMRI signal is scale-free is plausible if the resulting p-value is \>0.1, otherwise it is ruled out ([@bb0190]; [@bb0465]; [@bb0085]).5)Connectivity (FC) between significant and replicable SN subregions and the average time series of the three original networks (SN, DMN, FPTC) was measured as a control analysis. Those values were then correlated with PLE values in the same networks and the difference between TYP and ASD of such obtained correlations was measured using a *z* test ([@bb0455]).6)Some subjects were not medication free. We thus took into account medication dosage, if available (schizophrenia sample), testing a possible confounding effect in a correlation analysis with the PLE of each network. As 8 subjects in the main ASD sample were assuming an antidepressant therapy without the dosage being specified, we split the ASD sample in two subgroups (medication-free vs medication) and tested for differences in PLE with a *t*-test between the two groups. No information on medications was available for the second ASD sample.7)ADOS-2 scores ([@bb0385]) were provided for ASD subjects of both samples. Correlations between PLE values and the ADOS total and sub-scores (communication, social interaction, stereotyped behaviors, creativity) were computed to assess possible relationships with the parameters measured by ADOS-2.

2.5. Statistical analyses {#s0050}
-------------------------

Statistical analyses included t-test for the measure of PLE differences between typically developing controls (TYP) and ASD, and Spearman\'s Rho to measure correlations/anticorrelations of PLE with SE and medications. To test for the diagnostic potential and the robustness of the PLE as a neurophysiological marker, we evaluated the area under a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve within SN and those SN subregions showing a significant PLE difference in both ASD samples. Areas under the curves (AUC), were then calculated for SN and the significant subregions.

3. Results {#s0055}
==========

3.1. PLE and SD in ASD {#s0060}
----------------------

In a first step, we calculated PLE and SD for the different networks (SN, FTPC, and DMN) in ASD and TYP. This yielded significantly higher PLE in SN (but not in FTPC and DMN) ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}a and [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}) in ASD when compared to TYP ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}b). Moreover, our findings show that, unlike PLE, SD was not increased n ASD when compared to TYP ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}c; see below for more details).Fig. 1A) Violin plot showing PLE differences between neurotypicals (TYP) and autistic subjects (ASD) in Salience Network (SN), Default Mode Network (DMN) and Fronto Parietal Task Control (FPTC). p-values are Bonferroni corrected. B) Visual representation of the regions considered as part of the SN ([@bb0380]). C) Violin plot showing neural variability (SD) differences between TYP and ASD in SN. D) On the left, SN power spectra averaged for all subjects are shown. In the two graphs on the right, power spectra are plotted for each subject.Fig. 1Table 2PLE differencies between TYP and ASD with Hamming Window of 3, 7 and 11.Table 2Hamming windowNetworkMean PLE ASDMean PLE TYPp-Value (Bonferroni corrected)3SN0.6660.5060.003[⁎⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}DMN0.6690.5750.068FPTC0.6780.6010.3927SN0.6560.5040.005[⁎⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}DMN0.6670.5740.077FPTC0.6700.5980.44211SN0.6440.4960.006[⁎⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}DMN0.6630.5690.068FPTC0.6610.5910.490[^2][^3]

The representation of the power spectrum shows that ASD subjects exhibit significantly more power in the very slow frequency ranges, thus the power in the slower ranges predominates (relatively) over the power of faster frequencies ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}d). Finally, as in a previous study on healthy subjects ([@bb0220]), we observed marked inter-individual differences in the power spectrum in both ASD and TYP ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}d).

3.2. Replication of PLE in ASD and control in schizophrenia {#s0065}
-----------------------------------------------------------

In order to replicate the positive findings from the first ASD sample, a second ASD dataset was used. We could again observe increased PLE in SN in this second ASD group with similarly increased power in the slower frequencies ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}a). Moreover, we investigated a sample of schizophrenic patients for clinical specificity, which did not show any abnormal PLE changes in SN ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}b).Fig. 2On the left, violin plots show PLE differences in SN between groups. A) neurotipical (TYP) versus autistics (ASD). B) TYP versus schizophrenics (SCH). On the left, power spectra averaged for all subjects are shown.Fig. 2

Next, we investigated PLE in SN subregions. We observed statistically significant increased PLE in the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) in ASD in both main and replication samples ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}a). Left insula also showed increased PLE, although this result was not replicated in the control sample. We also tested diagnostic robustness of PLE to predict individual cases in SN, and dACC with ROC curves, which yielded AUCs higher than 0.7 ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}b).Fig. 3A) On the left, bars show PLE differences between neurotypicals (TYP) and autistic subjects (ASD) in SN subregions for main ASD sample. On the right, positive results were tentatively replicated in the control ASD sample. Only dorsal anterior cingulate (dACC) survived Bonferroni correction in both samples. p-values which did not reach a level of significance are reported in Inline Supplementary Materials (Table 1s). B) Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves for SN and dACC show fair levels of diagnostic discrimination (AUC = Area Under the Curve).Fig. 3

3.3. Control analyses {#s0070}
---------------------

1)To test for the scale-free nature of our data, we calculated the fraction of the synthetic time series deviation of the residuals from best fit ([@bb0465]); this turned out to be larger than the original deviation of residuals from best fit of the fMRI time series which indicates the scale-free nature of our original fMRI series in all our groups (p \> 0.1 for all groups, exact values reported in Inline Supplementary Materials).2)We investigated PLE in three different HW ([@bb0090]; [@bb0100]; [@bb0290]) in ASD which revealed similar PLE results in ASD in all three window sizes ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). Only PLE in SN survived Bonferroni correction in all of the HW sizes whereas that was not the case for the PLE in DMN and FPTC, which therefore were not considered in subsequent analyses.3)SE analysis confirmed PLE results in SN. As expected, on the basis of the increased PLE, ASD subjects (in both samples) showed significantly decreased SE (main sample: mean difference = −0.150; p = 0.024; control sample: mean difference = −0.196; p = 0.009) ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}a and b). In contrast, no significant difference in SE was found between schizophrenia and TYP (mean difference: 0.009; p \> 0.1). As hypothesized, SE negatively correlated with PLE ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}c). This indicates that the increased power of the slower frequencies (relative to faster frequencies) as measured by PLE, leads to decreased disorder among the different frequencies as measured by SE.Fig. 4A) and B) Violin plots show Spectral Entropy (SE) differences in SN between neurotypicals and autistic subjects in main and control autism samples. C) Scatter plot showing strong anti-correlation between PLE and SE values (all subjects were considered).Fig. 44)Neuronal variability (SD) in SN did not show any significant change in ASD when compared to TYP (mean difference = 0.21, p \> 0.1). Hence, the increased PLE in SN in ASD is neuronally specific as it goes along with normal SD values in SN ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}c).5)As a control analysis, we investigated FC and its relationship with PLE. dACC was eligible as seed region as it showed marked and replicable PLE alterations in both ASD samples as shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. Connectivity between dACC and the three networks which were initially considered (SN, DMN, FPTC) was measured. No significance difference between TYP and ASD was observed (for exact *r* and p values see Inline Supplementary Materials, Table 2s). In addition, we measured FC/PLE correlations (FC: [dACC.vs.SN](http://dACC.vs.SN){#ir0025} dACC.vs.DMN and dACC.vs.FPTC, PLE: SN, DMN, and FPTC). We found a significant correlation in ASD (main sample) between dACC.vs.DMN and PLE in SN (*r* = 0.553; p value = 0.036 Bonferroni corrected). However, the finding was not replicated in the control ASD sample (*r* = 0.040; p value = 0.875 uncorrected) confirming the controversial connectivity findings in ASD (Inline Supplementary Materials, Table 3s). As a last step, we computed group differences between TYP and ASD of FC/PLE correlations in SN, DMN, and FPTC using z-statistics. Neither the main nor the control sample showed differences surviving the Bonferroni correction. (Inline Supplementary Materials, Table 4s).6)We tested for the impact of medication on PLE in ASD. For the main ASD sample, no difference in PLE of SN was found between medicated (antidepressant) and medication-free ASD (mean difference: 0.109, p \> 0.1). For the schizophrenia group no correlation between medication dosage (as measured by olanzapine equivalent; ([@bb0135])) and PLE was found in SN (Spearman\'s rho = −0.22; p \> 0.1).7)No correlation between PLE and symptoms as measured by ADOS-2 was found (p \> 0.05 for all the Pearson\'s rho).

4. Discussion {#s0075}
=============

The present study investigated BOLD spontaneous activity\'s temporal structure (as with PLE and SE) and temporal variance (as with SD) in high-functioning ASD adults when compared to both schizophrenic and typically developing subjects (TYP). Using resting state fMRI, our main result showed increased PLE within SN (but not in DMN and FPTC) in the main ASD group when compared to TYP. This result was replicated in a second independent ASD sample collected with a different fMRI scan and scanning parameters. Conversely, PLE was unaltered in the schizophrenia sample. The increase in PLE is determined by the fact that ASD subjects exhibit increased power in the very slow, (i.e., infraslow) frequencies in SN. The finding of increased PLE in ASD was further supported by the parallel reduction of SE in SN in the same patient sample.

Taken together, our results showed abnormal predominance of slow frequencies in SN in adults with high-functioning ASD. These findings are neuronally specific for PLE as another determinant of the power spectrum (neural variability/SD) did not show any variation compared to the TYP group. The link between PLE and ASD could not be described or explained by FC due the negativity of the FC finding and the absence of a correlation between these two measures. Moreover, increased PLE in SN is clinically specific as it was not observed in schizophrenia. Due to such neuronal and clinical specificity, these SN power spectrum abnormalities may represent a potential biomarker for high-functioning ASD in adulthood. This is supported by the fair level of discrimination that PLE values reached in the ROC curves for both SN and its subregions.

4.1. Abnormally strong slow frequency power in salience network {#s0080}
---------------------------------------------------------------

We observed increased PLE in ASD, specifically in SN. SN is involved in attributing salience to stimuli as well as in connecting or linking intero- and exteroceptive stimuli from body and world ([@bb0505]). The strong increase in slower frequencies\' power in ASD (as measured by PLE) and increased regularity and order (as measured by SE) suggests that salience attribution is dominated by slower rather than faster frequencies in ASD.

The abnormal predominance of slow frequency power in SN may predispose ASD subjects to rely on different temporal patterns when processing the salience of environmental events and integrating exteroceptive and interoceptive stimuli. This is well in accordance with clinical practice which reported that ASD patients are rather inflexible in their behavior. For instance, they show difficulties when asked to quickly answer to unexpected events or new situations ([@bb0210]) are extremely slow in adapting to variations of the daily routine ([@bb0440]), and show qualitative alterations in perception of both time flow and time structure ([@bb0490]). For instance, behavioral studies such as the Wisconsin card sorting task (one of the most reliable tasks assessing cognitive flexibility) robustly showed slower switching rates and increased error ratios in ASD subjects ([@bb0485]), thus confirming the observations during real-life conditions. Combined behavioral and fMRI experiments would be required to further validate this hypothesis. Tentatively, SE allows to formulate additional cues for hypothetical future studies: as the increased order or regularity (SE) implies the power of the signal being represented within a narrower frequency band (see lower frequencies increased power in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}D), this feature may translate into an abnormally strong salience attributed to highly selective events/objects in the environment, while others are excluded. This can indeed be observed in ASD and is a clinical hallmark in high-functioning patients ([@bb0240]).

4.2. Increased slow frequencies in anterior cingulate and behavioral inflexibility {#s0085}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since SN showed significant PLE differences, we also investigated the various subregions within SN with regard to their PLE. This revealed a most consistent PLE increase in specifically dACC in ASD samples. Previous ASD literature showed that increased rigidity of the dACC functionality in task (i.e. rigid hyper- or hypo-reaction) is related not only to decreased response inhibition ([@bb0010]), but also to impaired social cognition ([@bb0100]). As the resting state reflects the neural predisposition of the subject\'s behavior ([@bb0195]; [@bb0040]; [@bb0310]), an increase in PLE (i.e. a shift towards slower frequencies) of dACC spontaneous activity may predispose to rather slow/rigid behavior resulting in decreased behavioral flexibility ([@bb0115]; [@bb0020]; [@bb0130]; [@bb0480]).

4.3. Interoceptive/exteroceptive binding and emotions in ASD: a possible role of the Insula? {#s0090}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Insula is deeply involved in the integration of intero- and exteroceptive stimuli, and PLE in that region strongly diverged from neurotypicals in the main ASD sample of our study. Even though the finding was not replicated in the second sample, an excessive relative power of the lower frequencies within the insula may further alter the subjective experience of the individual for two main reasons. First, ASD subjects not only show altered perceptual modalities, but also dramatically increased temporal binding windows when integrating cardiac (interoceptive) and auditory (exteroceptive) stimuli ([@bb0305]). A larger temporal binding window would fit with the slower cycles which characterize ASD' temporal structure (see Spatiotemporal Psychopathology in section 4.5). Second, insula is involved with emotional processing by translating especially interoceptive stimuli into a more cognitive context ([@bb0295]; [@bb0140]). A tentative association can thus be made between slower cycles in infraslow insular frequencies and the impaired ability to adapt to the emotional context in ASD.

4.4. Methodological issues {#s0095}
--------------------------

Based on our findings, an increased PLE in dACC is related to the diagnosis of ASD in both the samples we selected. The exact nature of this bond yet remains unknown. Hopefully, future studies combining both resting state and task-evoked activity probing for behavioral flexibility ([@bb0400]) will provide empirical support to our hypotheses and/or reveal the neurobiological bases on which both fMRI features and clinical phenomena may rely.

Several methodological factors need to be considered in order to carefully interpret our data. One such issue is the specificity of the respective resting state measures. We demonstrated that ASD subjects showed abnormalities in the measures of temporal structure like PLE and SE, with the latter confirming the former. In contrast, no effects were observed in neural variability (SD) as measure of temporal variance. As PLE differences are not followed by differences in SD, we assume that there is neuronal specificity of measures indexing temporal structure (PLE, SE) as distinguished from measures indexing temporal variance (SD) that may characterize other psychiatric disorders like bipolar disorder ([@bb0275]; [@bb0330]). Moreover, we included schizophrenia in our analyses as it is closely related to ASD from a clinical ([@bb0495]) and a neurobiological ([@bb0175]) point of view. We showed that the abnormalities in PLE and SE were only observed in ASD, but not in schizophrenia. PLE and SE may thus be markers that are specific for ASD as distinguished from schizophrenia.

Even though the diagnostic sensitivity/specificity reached fair levels of accuracy (similar to data from [@bb0475]), we could not find any correlation of PLE/SE with clinical symptoms. The lack of PLE-symptoms correlation maybe partially due to the clinical heterogeneity of the inter-individual phenotype, which is a key aspect of ASD ([@bb0405]; [@bb0185]). Neuronally, inter-individual variability may, in part, be based on the crucial role exerted by SN in balancing multiple functions in both task-positive and task-negative networks ([@bb0170]; [@bb0120]). As also suggested by the fair level of diagnostic discrimination of ASD subjects ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}b), a basic alteration of SN temporal structure may thus be a common neural substrate influencing ASD rigidity across different clinical domains (such as motor, emotional, cognition, and social domains) rather than being related to a specific category of symptoms. Future research on brain scale-free dynamics, including extended batteries of clinical and phenomenological questionnaires, would greatly help to shed further light on the relevance of the abnormal resting state\'s temporal structure in ASD.

4.5. Conclusions {#s0100}
----------------

This is the first study reporting abnormally high scale-free activity in salience network in adults with high-functioning ASD, as distinguished from schizophrenia. Our findings showed that the spontaneous activity\'s temporal structure (rather than its temporal variance) in adults with high-functioning ASD is abnormally tilted towards the more powerful slow frequencies at the expense of faster frequencies in SN. Any kind of stimulus being either of internal (reflecting internal cognition) or external origin (related to perception) must be processed by and through the brain\'s spontaneous activity. The integration of internal and external stimuli (in which SN exerts a pivotal role) should be consequently affected by the resting state\'s altered temporal structure. Following the increase of PLE with stronger power in the very slow frequencies, one would expect stimuli processing in SN to be more affected by slower but powerful cycles (like a slow but powerful wave in the ocean). This may in turn produce a slow but extremely powerful and strong attribution of salience to the stimulus. Ultimately, it would be harder for the autistic patient to communicate and relate to the outside world, as she/he will have difficulties in re-focusing or switching salience attribution from one stimulus to another. Hypothetically, this points out that prominent symptoms in ASD like slow adaptation and inflexible behavior to changes in environmental contexts may have a temporal (rather than primarily cognitive) basis. This interpretation is in line with the recently introduced "Spatiotemporal Psychopathology" ([@bb0315]; [@bb0320]).

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#s0115}
==============================

Supplementary materialImage 1
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[^1]: Note: ASD = autism; SCH = schizophrenia; TYP = neurotypicals.

[^2]: Note: PLE = Power-law Exponent; TYP = neurotypical subjects; ASD = autistic subjects; SN = Salience Network; DMN = Default Mode Network; FPTC = Fronto-Parietal Task Control Network

[^3]: significant difference between TYP and ASD.
